iCore360® Document Imaging
Automated Online Paperless Document Management Library

Simplify The Management
Of Your Key Information

Using only the best scanning and capture technologies

And Break The Paper Barrier

where they are automatically indexed, filed, and linked by

available, documents are scanned directly into iCore360®
customer, account, and user-defined groups for instant
storage, retrieval, and management. Using advanced optical,

Finally, your bank can break through the paper barrier and

handwriting and barcode recognition iCore360® also

truly become free of physical paper files, with the most

automatically captures specific customer or bank information

advanced, integrated and automated system designed to

and signatures.

eliminate cumbersome, time-consuming physical paper
filing and storage systems, and simplify the management of

A simple, color-coded filing system with intuitive tools lets

your key information resources.

you find, print, view, export, copy, paste, move and repair
documents, with filing and review options for type, dates,

The Next Generation

page numbers, and expiration actions. You can also easily

The iCore360® document imaging option is far more than

attach documents from applications like Word, Excel,

a scanning utility. Completely embedded into iCore360

Acrobat, etc., to a customer or account.

®

this is a remarkably intuitive, next-generation document
management solution that instantly creates a truly
paperless environment at your bank.
With just a click of the mouse, iCore360® automatically
and instantly places any document—or even specific data

The VirtualReScan (VRS) technology ensures that
every document is usable by automatically correcting
defects and problem areas.

from a document—directly at your fingertips, without ever
leaving iCore360®.

Core technology you can depend on . . . a relationship you can trust.

With a single click, you can instantly see all documents for a

Benefits

particular customer, account, or user-defined group. You can

• Drastically reduces costs and requirements
for storage/staffing

move, copy and paste documents to another customer or
account, and add pages to a document. And through the
advanced integration of iCore360®, you and your tellers can
instantly verify signature cards, driver licenses and check
images, all by simply clicking an icon on the iCore360® teller
toolbar.

• Helps protect your bank from fraud and
unexpected disasters
• Reduces redundancy
• Automates document management
• Improves efficiency and service
• Automated exception file

Best of all, the iCore360® document imaging option
outperforms other solutions —even stand alone. The
iCore360® document imaging option is just one more reason
iCore360® puts you far ahead in functionality, capabilities
efficiency and value.

Award-winning Solutions and Service
iCore360 Intuitive Core featuring:

iCoreGO Digital Suite featuring:
• Online / Mobile
• AI Interactive Voice
• Onboarding / Account Opening
• Website Hosting
• Online Statements
• Positive Pay

• Web-Driven Simplicity / Integration
• Single Source Open Data / Full Security
• Analytics / Custom Reporting / GL Dashboard
• Entire Customer Relationship Control
• Account Origination / Advanced Lending
• Custom User Workflows
Companion Options & Services
• Document Imaging
• InstaKEY™ ATM Network / Card Services
• Proof21™ Branch Capture
• Profitability / ALM
• Teller™ Automation / BSA Compliance
• Loan Management & Scoring
• Mobile / Merchant Capture

info@datacenterinc.com

• 24/7 Live Support
• DCI University Training
• Operational Efficiency Reviews
• Managed IT / Security
• and more

